Horizontal or vertical compactors use powerful hydraulic cylinders to compact and bundle coils that are produced in wire rod or bar in coil production lines before storage and shipping. The system can be used for both in-line and off-line applications.

Horizontal coil compactors typically interface with horizontal hook carrier systems and are interchangeable with wire binding or strapping. The vertical compactors offer a new design to enable compaction, wire tying or strapping on a vertical stem pallet. Independently driven binding or strapping machines traverse to feed, stretch and fix the wire or strap to bind the coil.

FIELD OF APPLICATION
Long rolling mills

MAIN BENEFITS
Our horizontal coil compactors have a well-proven design with more than 150 references worldwide. The simple yet sturdy design ensures well-compacted coils and reliable operation in any wire or bar mill’s coil rolling process. The standardized design also allows the use of either wire binding or strapping heads.

The unique design of our vertical compactors provides uniform press force distributed throughout the coil. It compacts the coil in a smooth vertical motion that eliminates disturbance to the coil package and prevents ring damage.

Both horizontal and vertical compactors have a sophisticated control package that allows the operator to set the required pressure to obtain the optimum coil package.
PRODUCT FEATURES

- System flexibility and efficiency
- Eliminates coil package disturbance
- Uniform press force distribution
- Standardized design
- Mechatronic systems for consistent operation

TECHNICAL DATA

- **Compacting force**: 1 - 40 tons (stepless)
- **Tying wire dimensions**: 6.5 - 8.0 mm
- **Minimum coil length after compacting**: 650 mm (option for 500 mm)
- **Maximum coil length after compacting**: 2,500 mm
- **Inner coil diameter**: 700 - 950 mm
- **Outer coil diameter**: 1,200 - 1,500 mm
- **C-hook length**: 3,500 - 5,070 mm

SERVICES

- Integration engineering – customized solutions
- Erection advising – planning and supervision of installation ensures system performance
- Commissioning – expertise provided for start-up and training on system operation
- Maintenance – services available, but little required
- Spare parts – customized program minimizes inventory and controls cash flow

OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS

- Morgan Intelligent Pinch Rolls
- Morgan High Speed Laying Head
- Morgan Stelmor® controlled cooling conveyor
- Coil reform tub
- Coil handling systems
- Binding heads

The information (including, e.g., figures and numbers) provided in this document contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance based on estimates and assumptions which have not been verified. It is no representation, does not constitute and/or evidence a contract or an offer to enter into a contract to any extent and is not binding upon the parties. Any obligation to provide and/or demonstrate respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract. These estimates and assumptions have to be analyzed on a case-to-case basis and might change as a result of further product development.

Primetals Technologies excludes any liability whatsoever under or in connection with any provided information, estimates and assumptions. The provided information, estimates and assumptions shall be without prejudice to any possible future offer and/or contract. Any use of information provided by Primetals Technologies to the recipient shall be subject to applicable confidentiality obligations and for the own convenience of and of the sole risk of the recipient.